Post-transcriptional regulation of MHC class II expression in human T cells.
Human T lymphocytes are among those cells which are cell surface class II- in the resting state, but can be induced to express class II following treatment with appropriate stimulators. Although resting T cells do not express detectable surface class II, cell surface class II can be detected on purified T cells as early as 30 min following stimulation with PHA and PMA, well before the initiation of DNA synthesis, and the percentage of positive cells gradually increases with time. One hypothesis explaining this very rapid surface expression of class II is that the genes can be regulated post-transcriptionally in T cells. To test this, we used nuclear run-on assays to measure the transcriptional rate of diverse class II genes in resting and activated T cells. Our results demonstrated that transcripts for DR, DP, and DQ could be detected in cells which were neither dividing nor transcribing mRNA for another marker of T cell activation, the IL-2 gene. Northern blot analysis demonstrated low to moderate steady-state levels of DR beta mRNA in these cells. Moreover, treatment of activated T cells with cycloheximide resulted in superinduction of class II for DR, DQ, and DP. These results suggest that resting T cells can transcribe mRNA for class II genes, but that they do not express the protein product on the cell surface in a detectable way until following activation. In addition, they suggest that there may be a protein factor which negatively influences class II levels in T cells. Thus, the regulation of class II in T cells is complex and involves post-transcriptional regulation, at least in part.